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Each month we have a different
event. And each month they
quickly bust out a new design
that’s exciting and eye catching.
I look forward to seeing what
they come up with each month
to correlate to our current event.
If we have an edit they make the
changes quickly and accurately.
PATIENCE C.

Not only do I love our website, but I
love the support team, too. It’s beyond
getting a website with them, you get
a team. There hasn’t been anything
I’ve thrown at them that they haven’t
been able to figure out or at least
been quick to come up with a solution
if they couldn’t. There is always an
answer and they are the most down
to Earth people I have the pleasure
to work with. My rep, Mike, calls
me periodically to check in on how
I’m doing and will sound like an old
friend I’ve known for years. Jessica,
is basically super woman. I call her
and email her all the time and about
anything I need help on and she’s
quick to respond. They are constantly
making updates and striving for
perfection. I couldn’t ask for a better
company to work with. I’m excited
for all the big changes they will be
making and happy that I get to be a
part of their forever growing platform.
Thank you, Jessica!

Steamboat Powersports
requested a new AdWords
campaign to increase our
CTR of the new Mahindra
Roxor. Allison responded and
quickly was able to have your
design team create and get
the campaign up and running
in less than 24 hours! She
also provided suggestions for
our needs and we are very
impressed:)
ANDY K.

As I write this the internet is melting over Nike’s new Colin
Kaepernick “Just Do It” marketing campaign. According to
the <leaning> left, online sales are up 31% and the campaign
has already received $43 million in free advertising.
According to the <leaning> right, stock immediately dropped
$4 billion, but the real impact of losing the conservatives
patronage will take time as shoes and clothing aren’t daily/
weekly purchases like the Starbucks, Chick-fil-A, or In-&Out Burger controversies of past.

possible, including fraud, collusion, and conflict of interest
to maximize personal wealth. Like Madoff did with his 65
billion-dollar Ponzi scheme. There is plenty of upstanding
and legal business going on Wall Street, but the lines between
systematic corruption and honest business can be very blurry.
This is where most of the big business world like Nike lives,
and just as in the political sector when Wall Street CEO’s and
pundits are spending money, it is investor money, not their
money, worked for and earned by them.

As business owners we’re often taught to look up to the
big mega companies, and even copy what they are doing
because, after all, they’re big so they must be smart. In fact,
I was taught early on that the purpose of my advertising
was to get my name out there and build my brand. Well if
you’re Nike, Budweiser, Ford or any of the household super
companies this strategy makes some sense. But, it’s a huge
myth in the small-to-medium sized business (SMB) world.

Then you have a huge pipeline of money flowing between
those two sectors. This is where Washington Lobbyist come
into play. A lobbyist is someone hired by a business (or a
cause) to persuade legislators to support that business or
cause. Lobbyists get paid to win favor from politicians. For
example, oil companies send lobbyists to Washington to try
to make life easier for oil companies.

We hear about the American economy on the news and
social media as if it’s one big category. In reality, the American
Economy is made up of 3 very different sectors. There is the
‘Political’ sector funded by us tax payers where Washington
operatives, lawyers, lobbyists and lifelong politicians revolve
around a fake money machine deciding how our money will
be spent. I’m sure there are some good honest politicians out
there, but corruption happens all too often in this sector.
City officials like former Detroit Mayor, Kwame Kilpatrick,
who with the help of his friends extorted contractors and
used public funds as his own piggy bank, stealing millions
of dollars. It’s interesting to look at the homes, cars, and
lifestyles of many of our state and federal representatives and
cross reference that with their salary and see the obvious lack
of congruence. When this sector spends money, it is not their
own. When they earn money, its sources can be mysterious.
Then there is the ‘Wall Street’ sector of the economy
made up of publicly traded companies and banks where
industry insiders seek to capitalize profits in any manner

In the 2013-2014 election cycle Wall Street banks,
companies, and trade associations spent $1.4 billion to
influence policy making in Washington. Lobbying is legal,
and bribery is illegal, and separating the two can be a real
challenge. Many consider this an ongoing cycle of legalized
bribery and systematic insider corruption.
One thing is for sure, money modifies behavior, and that
makes the difference between bribery and lobbying feel like
semantics.
The 3rd sector is Main Street America, where you and I live
and work. Where small-to-medium sized businesses drive the
economy, do real work, and provide real jobs. In the first two
sectors, up is often down, and left is often right. No logic.
However, in the Main Street sector honesty, hard work, and
smart business best practices reign supreme.
This is important to understand, because only in the 3rd
sector do the laws of money have authority. In the first two,
it’s a fantasy land. You and I must understand where we live

and work, in the Main Street economy, and not drift over
into watching and copy-catting those other two fictitious
worlds.
The only money we have to spend is our money. And
nobody spends someone else’s money the way they spend
their own money.
The Main Street sector truly is the backbone of our economy,
and since 1995 two out of every three jobs created comes
from the SMB sector. And it’s also important to note that
small business is what creates big business. Bezos started
Amazon in his garage and Zuckerburg started Facebook in
his dorm.
Unlike the Wall Street folks, the purpose of your advertising
isn’t to build your brand, it’s to grow new market share and
increase retention through lead-generation marketing that
builds relationships with your target audience. And when
you do this properly you get branding and a positive ROI as
a happy by product.
We’re proud to be part of the Main Street Economy, and
that’s why our goal here at PSM is to enrich lives by providing
powerful turn-key marketing so people, businesses, and our
(main street) economy can thrive!
We realize that you work hard for your money and that when
you spend it on advertising you expect quantifiable results.
That’s why every single product we sell we also use ourselves
in our day-to-day business. If I wouldn’t spend my money on
it, we don’t sell it.
For more information on lead generation marketing contact
us today at 877-242-4472 or shoot us a message at www.
powersportsmarketing.com

KELSEY T.
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ASK TORY

Which media do you
recommend?

Tory Hornsby
EVP

Before jumping into a breakdown of each media’s pros and cons, I’ll lay down
a foundation. First, let’s look at the actual definition of Media: The means of
communication that reaches or influences people.
Notice there is an emphasis on reaching people, and also influencing them.
There is a big difference between these two.
In terms of reaching people, the first step is determining who you want
to reach. What defines your audience? For the powersports industry, too
many dealerships, OEMs and marketing companies focus excessively on
psychographics and demographics. They determine who their average
rider is; let’s say it’s a white male between the ages of 25 and 55 with an
annual household income greater than $55,000. This data then leads to two
erroneous approaches to marketing.
1. Marketing that focuses on males between the ages of 25 and 55 with an
annual household income that’s greater than $55,000.
2. Marketing that’s excessively focused on segments of psychographics
and demographics that are NOT the average rider. So, marketing that
concentrates on Women, Hispanics, African Americans, Millennials, etc.
Why is each one erroneous?
1. Just because you’re a male between the ages of 25 and 55 with an
annual household income greater than $55,000 doesn’t mean you’ll buy a
powersports vehicle. In fact, most people that fit within this group, the vast
majority of them, will NEVER ride what you sell.

• Newspaper – This is an older media that’s slowly dying. You can’t reach/
target riders. The only success I’ve heard from a couple of dealers is with
classifieds, but even these results are dilapidated. Newspaper is not very
influential on the marketing side, and I don’t recommend it.
• Direct Mail: You can target riders extremely well… both your customer
list, and conquest prospects as well. Conquest prospects are those that ride
what you sell, live in your back yard, but they’ve never purchased from you.
Direct mail is the best way to target them, and it’s a no brainer to do so.
Direct Mail is influential. In fact, it’s one of the only media (if not the only
one) that you’re guaranteed face time. A person has to look at it and decide
what to do with it. If your message is good, you can get great results.
• Email: Obviously, you can target riders, and can be very influential.
• SEM/PPC & Online Ads: With this media, you only pay when
someone clicks on your ad, which is only if they’re interested in what you
offer (like 100% commission). Highly targetable, quantifiable and engaging.

So, who is your audience? Powersports enthusiasts. When you market to
powersports enthusiasts, the vast majority of them ride what you sell and
have a high likelihood of responding to your marketing and ultimately
buying something from you.

• Local Print: This media typically isn’t targetable or influencing.
However, if you run a classified in a Thrifty Nickel type of publication and it
gets you calls, do it (but don’t count on getting any calls). I don’t recommend
this media.

Then what about new riders, Tory?! We need new blood!

• Texting: This media focuses on the right audience (customers) and can
influence them. Consider this… while folks don’t mind texting during the
research & purchase process for any department, most people don’t want to
be marketed to via text.

I cover the new-rider subject in detail in last issue’s Ask Tory article. You can
find it in the ‘Articles’ section at www.PowersportsMarketing.com.
Now that we know who we need to reach, let’s shift our attention to different
media’s ability to reach and influence them.
• Radio & TV: You’re paying to reach 100% of the population. Only
4%-6% of the population rides, so you’re wasting more than 90% of your
budget. It can be expensive to produce. There are now HUNDREDS of
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• Billboards: Doesn’t target riders. You’re paying to reach 100% of
cars that drive by it. Directional billboards work for restaurants targeting
travelers. 100% of people eat, and vacationers use billboards to find an exit to
make a stop. Directional billboards might make sense for a dealership that’s
hard to navigate to, but this will be extremely rare. They do a terrible job of
influencing people to stop at a dealership.

2. It’s a waste of money to implement marketing based on race, age,
or sex. Again, most people that fit within any psychographic and/or
demographic segment, the vast majority of any grouping, will NEVER ride
what you sell.

Fact: People don’t start riding because of marketing… first time riders do so
because of the influence of friends and family. Therefore, the best approach
to getting new riders is marketing monthly events and asking (or even
incentivizing) customers & prospects to bring their non-rider friends and
family. This is single handedly the best way to grow new riders. Be sure you’re
inviting all non-rider visitors to take part in your new rider training if you
have one.
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stations which decreases the likelihood of a viewer/listener being on your
station when your ad is playing. The addition of DVRs, satellite radio and
Bluetooth also decrease the likelihood of someone seeing/hearing your ad.
As far as influencing folks, TV and radio don’t do a good job of swaying folks
to respond and/or make a major purchase. It’s an obvious “no” on Radio &
TV for me, but if you must do it, do it sparingly and only when you get an
incredible buy.

• SEO: This is not a media, but I wanted to throw it in the mix. In
industries where website content is lacking, i.e. HVAC, restaurant, and many
other businesses with 4 pages on their website, SEO/content services may be
necessary. In the powersports industry, your website is loaded with content,
and consistently updated with your inventory and showroom feed. If you’re
paying for SEO services, stop it!
Whichever media you use, be sure your message has a call-to-action, telling
prospects what you want them to do. This enables you to quantify if it’s
working. If it’s working (reaching and influencing people), keep doing it. If
it’s not, stop wasting your money and move on.
- Tory
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Eric Pedretti
Sales Director

sharp shooter case study

MOMS OF MANCHESTER: INCREASED RESULTS

Dealership:
The MOMS group of dealerships has been a family owned and operated business for over
41 years. In fact, at one time or another all ten of Winnie Wheeler’s (the original MOM) kids
have worked in the motorcycle industry and now the fourth generation is part of MOMS
Manchester’s legacy! With four dealerships in the Boston area, they continue to pride
themselves on a founding principle: to create the opportunity for long-term relationships
with customers by providing the best customer service available.
Solution:
One of the biggest challenges dealers are faced with is marketing. Most dealers lack a
plan so they end up making reactive advertising decisions and randomly buy radio, tv and
newspaper because they know they should be advertising. They react. If they have poor
weather and traffic slows, they buy a big radio campaign hoping to drive traffic. If they
have a couple busy weeks, they hold off on marketing hoping well-timed weather keeps
the door swinging. If the economy takes a step backwards, they stop spending to conserve
cash. These ‘Market Driven’ dealers wind up leaving themselves completely vulnerable to
the whims of elections, the weather, market and economy.
‘Marketing Driven’ dealers have more control over their business because they have a
pro-active, integrated, direct-marketing plan designed to touch their buying base 52-104
times per year that is quantifiable. So, barring a natural disaster, ‘Marketing Driven’ dealers
experience predictable growth.

Brad Cannon
VP of Client Success
This year has been a great time of learning for me.
You see, this year was the year I decided to get into
better physical shape. I’ve reached the place in life
where my doctor likes to poke and prod me in more
and more invasive ways, and my medicine cabinet
has the appearance of a “better living through
chemistry” philosophy.
So I decided to do something about it. For real this
time.

Once we’ve identified the ‘Right Audience’ and the ‘Right Media’, we turn our attention to
the ‘Right Message.’ The Sharp Shooter message focuses on the party which increases
frequency of visits to our clients’ dealerships. Simply put, the more frequently customers
walk through your doors, the more often they will purchase from your individual departments
resulting in increased ‘Average Annual Customer Value.’
When you increase 1) The Number of Active Customers and 2) Their Annual Average
Customer Value, your business grows predictably.
Results:
MOMS just finished their second event using the Sharp Shooter Program. Despite having an
enormous amount of competition with local events, Heather Lockwood said they had a great
turnout and their sales people are already working the leads.
Speaking of leads, they had 328 surveys completed, which created a total of 216 sales
opportunities in P&A, service, and riding gear, PLUS 85 responses for a new or used bike.

MOMS made the conscious decision to put more control in their hands this year. We
started by identifying their ‘Buying Base’ made up of two groups of customers: 1) Past
Customers who’ve spent money with their store in the past four years in Sales, Service &
Parts. The Sharp Shooter Program helps dealers grow by increasing the number of ‘Active
Customers’, those who spend money with your dealership every 12 months. Most dealers
have only a fraction of their database actively spending money with them, representing a
huge opportunity for growth.
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The thing about magic bullets…

I did the research. I looked at all the crazy “Eat
the food, lose the weight!” products, stand on this
board and do the twist “workout” gadgets, pills, and
“cleanses” that everyone likes to talk about. Frankly,
it all reeks of B.S.
IF (and that’s a very big, generous IF), any of that
stuff works AT ALL, the gains are extremely short
lived, and often your condition ends up worse later
than when you started. Prove me wrong.
I’m not a particularly complicated guy, and I am a
big believer in Occam’s Razor (the simplest theory is
likely the correct one). So in February (I waited until
the New Years resolutions faded), I joined a gym. I
set my alarm clock for the time I used to go to bed as
a young person, and I got my very large butt up and
went. I picked things up and put them down. A lot.
5 days a week. I’m not gonna lie, in the beginning
everything hurt and I was positive I would die. Then
I was afraid I might not. It was rough.
But something started to happen. I could pick up
bigger things, and everything quit hurting all the
time. I started to feel – not just better – but pretty
good, actually.
And the scale started to be friendlier. And I began to
look like a kid wearing his dad’s clothes. And while
initially I really hated getting up earlier, something
else happened. I started to actually look forward to
getting up and going in the morning.
And then I was waking up without the alarm clock.

Next, we found their 2) Conquest Customers, folks who live in their backyard and ride
what they sell but haven’t bought from them. These two groups of customers are called
a ‘Dealership’s Buying Base’ because this is where the majority of their sales are going to
come from.

Looking Forward:

Once we identified their ‘Buying Base’, we put together a multi-touch, direct-marketing plan
designed to touch them 52-104 times per year. This essentially puts a fence around their
herd and guarantees they’re staying in front of every real opportunity they have to sell a unit,
parts or service in their backyard.

What’s next? We are officially working on the 4th quarter and that means ‘Hallo-ThanksMas’. Between Halloween and Christmas Day, the average American consumer will spend
70% of their entire, annual discretionary budget. How much of that budget are you going
to capture? Don’t make the mistake of pulling your advertising dollars back this year and
leaving it to hope. Let us help you have a record 4th quarter. When you become a ‘Marketing
Driven’ dealer, you can move the needle all year long. For more information on how the
Sharp Shooter Program can help put more control over the growth of your dealership in your
hands, give me a ring on my direct line at 877-242-4472 ext: 112 or visit us at
www.PowersportsMarketing.com. Happy selling.
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Then, I decided to up the ante by adding cardio to
the mix. I spent a ton of money to buy jump ropes
that I would hopefully feel obligated to use because
of the cost. It worked. Now everything hurt again
and I was dying. Then it got better. And so did my
conditioning.
The point of my sharing all of this isn’t to talk about
me. It’s so you’ll understand what I mean when I
say that I’ve found the magic bullet. Many people
are looking for magic bullets in a lot of different
areas of their personal or business lives, and they’re
expecting that they’ll be EASY. That’s not how it
works. I believe that magic bullets exist – but they
are anything but easy to execute. The magic isn’t in
the execution, it’s in the RESULTS.
So let me bring this around and make it relevant for
us.

Since we at PSM Marketing have become fullhouse, in-house marketing providers, it’s been
very enlightening to see the different levels of
commitment that dealers across the country have to
the business of marketing their dealerships.
Some folks are all-in, some are a bit half-hearted, and
others are very hit and miss. It reminds me of the
different types of folks you see at the gym.
There are guys that you see there every day. In fact,
when they aren’t there you wonder where they are.
They are in great shape. And they stay that way by
showing up. They have the routines down, the habit
formed, and reap the rewards of consistency over
time.
The half-hearted gym folks show up a couple of
times per week, and usually walk on the treadmill
(because that’s easier than the elliptical). They don’t
walk particularly fast, and are usually watching the
television. They aren’t sweating. They never lift or
push themselves very hard. The rewards they reap
from this are minimal at best. I find them to be
undetectable, actually. And from what I’ve seen,
eventually they simply disappear.
The hit and miss folks are the most pitiful. I really
feel bad for them. They’re usually the two 40+ year
old housewives, or the 40+ married couple who sign
up for the 6:30 A.M. high intensity interval training
class because they want to get in shape. 15 minutes
in, they have had their butts handed to them,
and because they’re in bad shape and completely
overexerting themselves, they’re unable to walk for
two weeks. They wake up on day two and promise
each other that they’ll never make that mistake again,
and don’t return.
Some dealerships are all in when it comes to the
business of marketing their dealerships. They may
have started simply, doing the things they initially
learned. They may have started with a website. Later
dialing in SEO best practices. Seeing some success,
they likely bolted on Google Ads, and maybe
Facebook advertising. Those small, incremental
successes provided the confidence to begin email
advertising – which really fueled success. Harvesting
social proof through reviews came next, using a ninja
style mobile app, which allowed their sales staff to
ask for them at the best possible time. Maybe lastly,
these are the guys that run at least one (sometimes
two) Sharp Shooter campaigns per month, driving
leads to a survey site and crowds of people to their
dealership. These guys are reaping the rewards of
executing the routines, having the habits formed,
and consistency over time. I’m not guessing here.
Any dealership that does this becomes a juggernaut
in their market. If this isn’t you, you’ve already said
their name in your head.
Half-hearted dealerships are those that want to do
the right thing when it comes to their marketing,
but let’s not get crazy. Let’s not do anything that’s
too hard, or requires too much follow-up. Maybe
we’ll do an email newsletter. You know, something

unquantifiable with no call to action. Hey – maybe
a billboard, radio, or T.V. commercial! Sometimes,
maybe a couple of times a year, they might do a
Sharp Shooter. They’re hard, but they drive a lot of
traffic on the day of the event, so even if we don’t do
any follow up afterwards on the leads, we can feel
pretty good about it. The effort isn’t excessive, and
neither are the overall results.
The hit and miss dealerships…. In the South we say,
“Bless their hearts.” Trust me, here in Georgia you
don’t want your heart blessed….
These are the guys that still think the Yellow Pages
are a good idea. These poor souls are pretty clueless
about marketing in general, much less the specifics of
digital, print, direct, or branding. They’ve heard that
marketing is something they should be doing, and
maybe one day they’ll get around to giving it a try. At
some point, one of our amazing sales reps signs them
up for a Sharp Shooter campaign. Since we do all the
initial legwork, the response is predictable. Big.
The picture here is like a poor, overweight, middle
aged, person trying to jump on a treadmill going 20
MPH. They will likely survive it, but there will be
bruising and pain. The initial response is “Are you
CRAZY! We aren’t going to do THAT again!”
The whole point here is that the magic bullet is the
hard work, the routines, habits, and consistency.
What kind of marketing do you have? What kind
of marketing do you WANT to have? If you aren’t
already, I would encourage you to be an all-in
dealership. That doesn’t mean that you dive in and
do everything right now, like flipping a switch. You
simply have to decide that’s what you want to do.
You don’t go into a gym and start benching 200lbs.
– but you DO have to go, and you DO have to
start lifting SOMETHING. You build up, and over
time the results come. Your team begins to see your
commitment, and they buy in. Those that don’t, find
their happiness elsewhere – that’s going to happen,
and that’s okay.
In time, you’ll look at your dealership and see what
it accomplished by those routines, habits, and
consistency. It will be amazing. I promise.
If you’re interested in making the commitment to
exceptional marketing (and in turn, profits), we’d
like to help. We’re expert trainers, and subject matter
experts when it comes to marketing. Not only that,
since we’re full-house in-house, we own a marketing
‘gym.’
Give us a call and we’ll be happy to partner with you
to bolt on all the best practices that will make your
dealership the one that others compare themselves
to.
So what’s it going to be? Reasons or results?
Talk soon,
Brad
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The Voice of Customer Excellence Award Program
The Reviews & Rankings Score is a dynamic calculation that helps you identify where your
dealership ranks in comparison to other dealers in the Powersports industry.

BOAT FARM

As part of the Local Web Dominator program, dealers are able to generate reviews via
email or text message from their customers to proactively improve their level of service.
Additionally, dealers are able to see how their team ranks against one another with the
employee ranking dashboard on every review site.

hinton, ia

Don’t miss you change for the prestige and recognition
as one of the top performing dealers in the
Powersports industry!

As a marine-only dealership in Iowa, it’s critical to The Boat Farm that every dollar they spend generates them quantifiable ROI. Like most
dealers, they don’t have the time or money to waste on shiny bells and whistles that turn out to be smoke and mirrors. Like the brands they sell,
they expect to get the best product and service for their investment.

THE PODIUM

8.10
RONNIE’S MAIL ORDER
2nd

7.72

WOLVERINE H-D®
1st

INDIANAPOLIS SOUTHSIDE
HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
3rd

TOP 3/10
REVIEWS &
RANKINGS

4th

THUNDER MOUNTAIN HARLEY-DAVIDSON® - Loveland, CO

7.69

5th

MAN O’ WAR HARLEY-DAVIDSON® - Lexington, KY

7.29

6th

ENGELHART MOTORSPORTS -Madison, WI

7.24

7th

GREELEY H-D® & WILD WEST MOTORSPORTS - Greeley, CO

7.15

8th

STEAMBOAT POWERSPORTS - Steamboat Springs, CO

7.03

9th

SHOALS OUTDOOR SPORTS -Madison, WI

7.00

10th

COWBOY HARLEY-DAVIDSON® OF AUSTIN - Austin, TX

6.94

LOCAL STAR: HEATHER MARTIN
Heather is setting the bar HIGH for MotorClothes team members across the country.
She holds the title for the highest customer-rated MotorClothes employee in the entire
industry. WOAH! Talk about setting a good example. As the MotorClothes Manager,
Heather Martin has not only set a standard of excellence at her dealership, she IS the
bar for every other Harley dealer in country with 147 customer 5-star reviews. No
pressure, Heather – but keep up the great work!
Want to see how your employees compare to some of the top powersports professionals
in the country? Give us a call at 877-242-4472 and we’ll let you know how you can
participate in the only employee ranking program in the industry.
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Digital Marketing
Manager

OBJECTIVE
The team at Boat Farm wanted to upgrade their website to one that felt more like their dealership’s culture and generated more boat
leads for their sales team year-round. They had a cookie-cutter website that was hosted by a large, well-known marine website provider, but
Marketing Director, Amber Dunne, wanted to have something that was easier to maintain and that created more sales opportunities for the
dealership.

(National average is 5.00)

8.02

Tia Robinson

SOLUTION
By changing website providers from a very popular marine website platform to a new website platform was a leap of faith for Amber and
Owner, Kirk Kohls. But, once they saw the improved inventory management system, the mobile app available for real-time updates, and the full
accessibility to making updates to their own website with Firestorm Websites, they were ready to try something new.
Amber worked closely with Account Executive, Kaleb Marks and Website Specialist, Jessica Hopper to create a completely custom website
(complete with a new logo design also). The Firestorm Website platform allowed Amber to have full creative liberty with the look & feel of
their new site while maintaining some of the proven best practices that are associated only with the Firestorm Website platform.
RESULTS
The results are what most Firestorm Websites clients are discovering…incredible! The new Boat Farm website (www.boatfarm.com)
launched at the end of July 2018. In one month, they generated more leads than they had generated with their previous website over a seven
month period. That’s not a typo. You read that correctly. In one month, the new Boat Farm website generated 44 leads, which is more than
their previous website had generated from December – June combined.
In addition to the incredible increase in leads, the site creates a great user experience, has the look & feel that is unique to the Boat Farm
dealership, and makes adding/updating the inventory fast and easy. Having their inventory updated in real-time with actual images of the
boats in stock and a clear, singular call-to-action drives responses by creating an emotional response in website visitors, and ultimately leads
to an increase in leads for the dealership year-round.
Give us a call at 877-242-4472 to schedule a FREE Market Analysis of your current Google Ad account, or a custom recommendation for your
local market.

IMPROVISE, ADAPT & OVERCOME (IAO) AWARD
Corisa Waldrop is the newest addition to the IAO Award winners and it’s not surprise why she’s joining
the prestigious ranks this month. As our newest Graphic Artist, she’s churned out some seriously killer
designs for our Digital Marketing clients. She’s got an eye for great design and the work ethic of a
machine! She’s able to turn-around client requests with lightening speed and impressive accuracy. All
her skillz are great, but it’s her absolutely adorable personality that has quickly won over all her peers
this month. To say that she is just precious would not be over-stating her awesomeness. Congrats Corisa!
The IAO Award is a peer-voted award recognizing someone each month that embodies the ‘Improvise,
Adapt, and Overcome’ philosophy. Check back each month to see if your favorite Powersports Marketing
team member won the award.
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Corisa Waldrop
Graphic Designer
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